
Toning a cyanotype
lf you don't care for bright blue, the colour
of a cyanotype can be toned down to a rich
black with strong coffee (Add one litre of
boiling water to 2Og of instant coffee. Cool
it and bottle).
. For best results. let the print age for a few
days, then starr the roning pro&ss. by giv-
ing it a five minute warm water bath in a
developing tray.
. ln another tray, prepare a weak bleach-
ing solution, by dissolving 1/+ teaspoon of
sodium carbonate (washing soda) in one
Iitre of water.
.Transfer the print to the bleach for no
more than 30 seconds, and then put it back
in the water bath and wash thoroughly.
. Pour the coffee toner into a third tray,
and leave the print to soak face down for
about 30 minutes.
. Wash well and dry flat.
. For a sepia tone, try strong green or
black tea.

Brian Young

Left Open door, Beijing. Toned cyanotype.
Above Shadows, Asilah. Cyanotype.
Both @ Brian Young.
Below left Washing a cyanorype.

Exposure
. Mount the paper and negative in the
printlng frame (image side of the negative
in contact with the sensitised side of the
paper) and place under a UV lamp. With
the shelf set at 40cm below the lamp, ex-
posure should be about 10-12 mins (less
at shorter distances). However, with each
new negative, it is wise to prepare and ex-
pose a few test strips before making the
final print.

Woshing
. Put the exposed print in a large develop-
ingtray, and wash it thoroughly for two or
three minutes in the bath or shower with
cold water from the hand spray.

.The print will be a bright blue, which will
darken slightly over the next few days. Lay
flat to dry if you are intending to tone oth-
erwise a stain may show up in the borders.

ATTERNATIVE
PROCESSES

. You can see a discussion of historical
photographic methods in use today at
www. o lte r n oti v ep h oto g r o p hy. co m. A helpful introductory book about
alternative photographic processes is
Spirits of So/ts: Working Guide to Old
P hoto gr aphi c Processes
Randall Webb, Argentum,
ISBN: 978-1 902538051

Supplies
Chemicals mentioned in the article are
available from:
Fotospeed www.fotosp eed.co m
Silverprint Ltd v,ruw.silverprint.co. uk

Health and safety
Since you will be handling chemicals,
please take a look at llford's Health
and Safety p ages (www.ilfo r dph oto.
com) before you get going.
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